Chairman Scott, Ranking Member Brown, and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to testify before this General Farm Commodities, Risk Management, and Credit Subcommittee. My name is Brent Cheyne, a farmer from Klamath Falls, Oregon where I operate a certified Century Farm with my son who will carry on the family tradition of working hard and producing a quality product. Thank you for holding this hearing today to discuss the 2018 Farm Bill and the changes we’d like to see in the 2023 Farm Bill.

NAWG is a federation of 20 state wheat grower associations and industry partners that work to represent the needs and interests of wheat producers before Congress and federal agencies. Based in Washington, D.C., NAWG is grower-governed and works in areas as diverse as federal farm policy, environmental regulation, the future commercialization of emerging technologies in wheat, and uniting the wheat industry around common goals. Our members feel it is important to provide testimony before this subcommittee today as we look forward to the reauthorization of the Farm Bill this year. This hearing is particularly timely as many of us here were at Commodity Classic last month discussing the needs for the upcoming Farm Bill.

Wheat Overview

Nationwide, there are six different classes of wheat, each of which is grown for different uses in different geographic regions and climates, using a variety of agronomic practices, and facing different challenges. These varieties of challenges, uses, and growers make creating a one-size-fits-all program for wheat particularly difficult. In my home state of Oregon, there are just over 36,000 farmers operating over 15 million acres. My state grows Soft White wheat on over 700,000 acres making it the largest row crop grown in Oregon. Soft White wheat is used primarily in Asian-style bakery products as well as cakes and pastries.

According to the April 11 crop production report from the USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS), all wheat planted areas increased by over 4 million acres. However, this information was coupled with an April 2 report from USDA NASS that noted that “more than one-third of the winter wheat was rated in very poor to poor conditions” in Kansas, Texas, Oklahoma, and Nebraska. In other words, the largest area of winter wheat production is in bad shape. The report also noted that only 28 percent of the nation’s winter wheat was rated good to excellent condition, the lowest figure since 1996.

This hearing is of utmost importance as we keep those figures in mind. Under the current safety net, with those types of weather challenges impacting a significant portion of wheat farmers, many farmers
will fall through the net. When falling from these heights, farmers will get injured. This testimony outlines the changes made in the previous Farm Bills, NAWG’s requests for the 2023 Farm Bill, and lays out the economic conditions that make improving the safety net necessary.

**Changes and Decreases to the 2014 and 2018 Farm Bill**

The 2014 Farm Bill made cuts to the overall spending of the Farm Bill, especially in the Commodity Title. When accounting for sequestration cuts, the 2014 the Farm Bill eliminated a total of $26.8 billion in spending, including $12.7 billion in the commodity title.

These cuts widened the holes in the safety net that have allowed farmers to fall through over the last decade, leading to widespread calls for ad hoc disaster programs. Since the introduction of the Market Facilitation Program in 2018-19, disaster programs have spent far more than the original cuts to the 2014 Farm Bill, out of necessity, thanks to the shortcomings of the current safety net. Between the Coronavirus Food Assistance Programs (CFAP) and Emergency Relief Program (ERP) alone, wheat farmers received over $2.5 billion for an average of $850 million per year. These were needed programs that helped wheat farmers overcome a bad agricultural economy, low yields, and low prices.

While these programs were extremely helpful and necessary, they did not come without challenges. Unlike Title I programs and crop insurance, ad hoc disaster programs cannot be counted on given their nature. They are often funded a year or two after the disaster, and it can take many months for USDA to roll out the program. This drag in payment timelines often threatens to put farmers experiencing disasters out of business. Further, the complicated nature of forcing the USDA to create a new program to address disasters makes the program itself complicated. Staff at the local Farm Service Agency (FSA) offices are often given a crash course in a complicated program and then have to explain it to the farmer. This uncertainty and inconsistency can cause headaches and confusion and impact a farmer’s relationship with their FSA office.

It is time that Congress lessened its reliance on ad hoc disaster programs and firms up the safety net to give farmers the confidence to produce the safest, most secure, and cheapest food system the world has ever seen.

**NAWG Asks**

Since the fall of 2021, our membership has reviewed the 2028 Farm Bill programs and subsequent ad-hoc programs through our internal committee structure and solicited individual grower feedback through a survey. These efforts culminated in our Board of Directors making 2023 Farm Bill recommendations in the summer of 2022 and expanding upon those priorities at Commodity Classic early last month. This testimony will provide a reiteration of our major asks in the Commodity and Crop Insurance Titles and will justify these asks.

NAWG’s number one priority is protecting the crop insurance title. The economic challenges outlined below and the ad hoc programs over the last half decade demonstrate the short-sighted nature of cutting crop insurance as a budget saving tool. Further cuts will jeopardize the partnership between the federal government and the private insurance industry that delivers an essential risk management tool. We encourage this subcommittee to avoid further cuts and even look at ways to enhance the program through better affordability.

My farm is a great demonstration of the challenges that farmers face when it comes to crop insurance affordability. My son and I utilize a yield protection policy on our farm with coverage of 80 percent. This means that in a qualified loss, we are only covered up to 80 percent of our average production history
(APH). In a year of total loss, only being covered up to 80 percent only goes so far in protecting our farm. While my son and I would like to elect a higher coverage, moving up to an 85 percent coverage level nearly doubles the premiums that we pay. This is unaffordable for us and many similar farmers. Paying for maximum coverage levels is usually far too expensive for most farmers. Congress should take a hard look at this issue and make efforts to increase the affordability of higher coverage levels.

It's also important to understand that the crop insurance program is not just valued by farmers but the entire rural community. Many banks refuse to extend lines of credit without farmers enrolling in crop insurance. This is done as a form of protection for banks themselves. Crop insurance allows farmers to pay their bills to input dealers, seed suppliers, cooperatives, and buy groceries and local grocery stores, even in years where production or prices fall. Crop insurance is not just important to farmers, it's essential to the survival of rural America.

One specific improvement NAWG is proposing is the separation of Enterprise Units (EU) by continuous and fallow cropping systems. Currently, farmers must combine fallow and continuous wheat acres. As a result, you can have a fallow APH and a continuous APH that are reported separately but must have a blended unit in an EU. This dynamic ends up hurting farmers in arid areas when crop insurance needs to be a safety tool for their protection. Our solution would use precedent language in previous Farm Bills that make changes to EUs to allow insuring wheat EUs by fallow and continuous while still offering a combined option. This legislation would benefit farmers and help them be better able to insure their wheat and their livelihood.

In the commodity title, NAWG recommends a meaningful increase to the statutory reference price for Price Loss Coverage (PLC) and changing the parameters on the effective reference price calculation. These recommendations would allow for a stronger Title I program that can more effectively protect farmers, and better adjust to market conditions. This is especially important with the substantial increases in the cost of production. Using USDA’s Commodity Costs and Returns data from October 3, 2022 (the most recent available), after factoring in overhead costs like labor, cost of living, and opportunity costs, wheat farmers lost $64.47 per acre. Meanwhile, wheat farmers didn't see a PLC payment because the Marketing Year Average (MYA) price was already inflating. Data for 2022 comes out next week and will likely show that wheat farmers lost even more money in 2022 despite the increasing commodity prices due to increases in inflation and input costs, which the testimony will delineate. With the MYA price projected at $8.90 per bushel, the $5.50 reference price means that wheat farmers would have to see a 62 percent decrease in prices before seeing a government payment. That's a precipitous drop. The effectiveness of the safety net is largely dependent on how big the fall will be. The statutory reference price established in the 2014 Farm Bill is outdated and doesn't work for this economy.

Another area of focus in improving the Title I program would be to modify the parameters of the effective reference price. The effective reference price and its adjustment mechanism could be improved to provide a better safety net for wheat farmers. The current effective reference price is capped at 115 percent of the statutory reference price, with a maximum level of $6.33 per bushel for wheat. Additionally, the 85 percent factor on the moving average should be reexamined and increased to 90 or 95 percent. Overall, having an adjustment that takes years to occur is too slow with the current volatility of commodity markets and the ever-increasing cost of production and the Committees should consider making this mechanism more responsive to market conditions.

We do not propose increasing the reference price to guarantee a profit for wheat farmers. It would simply mitigate some of the substantial risks involved in the industry and help protect from the serious increases in unavoidable costs that farmers face.
While the cost of this Farm Bill will come under intense scrutiny, it is impossible to separate the cost of the ad hoc programs and the Farm Bill. The cuts made in previous Farm Bills created the need for these additional programs, at tremendous cost. As mentioned previously in my testimony, the CFAP and ERP programs alone provided an average of $850 million per year over three years, with CFAP providing almost $1.5 billion in one year and ERP providing just over $1 billion over two years. If made permanent, these programs would cost over $8.5 billion on average over their 10-year lifespan. This does not even include the spending made in Market Facilitation Program (MFP) or the iterations of the Wildfire and Hurricane Indemnity Program (WHIP and WHIP+). Meanwhile, raising the reference price – for example – by one dollar would cost $14.6 billion over that same 10-year timeframe according to some estimates. As we consider reauthorization, it is important we work to strengthen our Farm Bill safety net that provides timely, effective, and dependent protection.

NAWG recognizes several of these priorities would require securing additional budget authority to craft the next Farm Bill. To this end, NAWG appreciates the Budget Views and Estimates letter that Chairman GT Thompson and Ranking Member David Scott sent to the Budget Committee last month. We thank their bipartisan leadership and echo many of the sentiments raised in that letter, in particular the need to update Title I, restore the effectiveness of our risk management tools to move away from ad hoc, and protect crop insurance. Following the Budget Views and Estimates letter, NAWG joined over 400 agricultural organizations requesting additional resources so that this committee can write a Farm Bill that provides an adequate farm safety net for rural America. NAWG appreciates the desire of Congress to be fiscally conservative with our tax dollars. However, the farming safety net makes up only two-tenths of one percent of federal spending. In a world faced with increasing global hunger, massive increases in input costs, unprecedented market volatility, and large government expenditures, now is the time to invest in the Farm Bill, not limit agricultural spending.

**Economics in Wheat Country**

Wheat farmers are currently enjoying a strong farm economy, although it has its challenges. Higher prices have bolstered cash and farm income in recent years, putting farmers in a decent position to weather economic storms. However, challenges in the form of inflation, interest rates, and weather are already impacting our growers as farm income is projected to decrease in 2023.

**Prices**

Wheat farmers have been through a lot economically over the last decade, experiencing near record highs and lows in net farm income and prices, while dealing with trade and market disruptions thanks to COVID-19, trade wars, and the Russian invasion of Ukraine. The volatility has been coupled with multiple years of natural disasters in the form of drought, causing historically low production in spring wheat in 2021, followed by historically low production in winter wheat in 2022. Forecasts predict another year of historically low winter wheat production once again in 2023. The USDA is projecting the lowest yields in winter wheat since the 1960’s. Currently, the agricultural economy is strong but is facing significant headwinds that have led to economists forecasting decreases in 2023.

The past two marketing years have given wheat farmers much needed relief as prices have risen significantly. After seeing six straight years of low prices, low enough to trigger the already-too-low Title I Reference Prices, wheat prices have recovered to a point where wheat farmers can actually be profitable. This year, the MYA price is projected at a record $9.00, up from the 2021-22 MYA price of $7.60. These prices have given wheat farmers an opportunity to make valuable investments in their businesses. However, significant headwinds in the form of inflation, interest, input prices, and weather conditions threaten to, at least partially, negate these record prices.
Net Income

These increases in prices are reflected positively in net cash income for farm businesses. Net cash income is the cash available to farmers to draw down debt, pay taxes, cover family living expenses, and invest. Thanks to these high prices, farmers have seen historically higher than normal net cash income.

From historically low cash income in 2015 to historically high income in 2021, increased prices, high yields, and disaster payments have helped wheat farmers survive those bleak years. However, as the charts below show, Net Cash Income is forecasted to not only decrease from historical highs in 2023 but come down to historical averages. This is due to the turbulence I have described in the agricultural economy. This volatility makes it difficult for wheat growers to plan into the future and have consistency in budgeting for and marketing their wheat crop.
**Inflation and Interest Rates**

Like the rest of the economy, farmers have felt the belt-tightening pressures of increasing inflation and interest rates. Inflation, caused by increased government spending, supply chain pressures, monetary policy, and the war in Ukraine, hit the highest rate that young farmers have seen in their lifetime, the highest since the 1980’s. The chart below from the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows the heights the inflation rate hit in late 2022. While inflation has eased somewhat, the economy still suffers from the highest inflation rate of the 21st Century.

These inflation rates have shown themselves in numerous ways for farmers, but most notably in the additional costs of farm inputs. For example, one analysis that a wheat farmer in Southwest Kansas made on his own 308 acres of no-till fallowed wheat showed that the price per acre of crop protection tools more than tripled between 2021 and 2022.
When multiplied across the entire 308 acres, this was an increase of $27,981.80. This is only one part of the story as fertilizer, labor, and equipment parts and repairs are not included in that estimate. These increased costs for crop protection tools are only a small fraction of the entire set of bills that wheat farmers are now paying.

The increased inflation is coupled with increasing interest rates as the Federal Reserve has attempted to reduce inflation. The chart below from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis demonstrates the abnormally elevated federal funds rate at levels unseen since the 2008 financial crisis. The federal funds rate is the suggested interest at which banks lend money to each other set by the central bank.
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The important difference between the recent increases in inflation rates and the previous highs in the 1980s and 2008 is the recent trend of near zero interest rates. Near zero interest rates make money more available and decreases the cost of obtaining loans. Farming is a business that often relies on operating loans. Meanwhile, the risky nature of agriculture, means their annual operating notes may run at higher interest rates than the rate at which banks lend to each other. This is demonstrated in the chart below from the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City.
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According to the Kansas City Fed, in the fourth quarter, “Interest rates on farm loans jumped to decade highs as benchmark rates rose further. The average rate charged on agricultural loans at banks in reporting Federal Reserve Districts increased nearly 150 basis points from the previous quarter and were about 300 basis points higher than the same time a year ago. Rates rose to the highest level since 2008 and pushed up financing costs considerably.” On my farm, we were just quoted for our operating note at 8 percent but were told that next year’s rate would be over 10 percent, something we have anecdotally heard across the country. Farmers that have enjoyed near zero interest rates now have to deal with the additional costs of capital and the increased prices thanks to inflation.

Many farmers depend on these operating loans to continue to farm. Farming is not only risky, but also very expensive, with a new combine harvester costing almost $1 million. After years of near-zero interest rates on operating notes, these increased interest rates make it more expensive for farmers to use the capital they need to implement conservation practices, invest in new equipment, and stay in business.

**Weather Conditions**

Agriculture is uniquely dependent on the weather. While other industries can continue to thrive through excess drought or rain, farmers’ crops are completely dependent on the weather. The last five years have put intense production pressure on both spring and winter wheat for farmers throughout the United States. The 2021-22 crop year saw the lowest all wheat production since 2003 and marked only the second time in fifty years that all wheat production failed to reach 1.7 billion bushels. Meanwhile, 2022-23 is projected to be the smallest winter wheat crop since 1963 because of the significant drought conditions. The charts below show the drought monitors for August 2021 and April 2023, respectively, demonstrating the intensity of droughts throughout various regions of the wheat growing area and its impact on both spring and winter wheat.
Conclusion

As the House Agriculture Committee continues to have these hearings and begins drafting the 2023 Farm Bill, I look forward to working with the members of this subcommittee, their staff, and the other witnesses here today to help craft a Farm Bill that works for wheat growers and all of American agriculture. Farmers play a key role in helping sustain our rural communities and feeding the world. As the Farm Bill process continues, I would urge judicious and expeditious review of authorized programs and work to ensure a full reauthorization of Farm Bill programs prior to the expiration of the current Farm Bill on September 30, 2023, so that producers have certainty about the structure of the safety net moving forward.

We look forward to continuing to work with you to ensure a strong U.S. farm economy. Thank you again for this opportunity.